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1.- HISTORICAL REPORT .

by Elizabeth Reed Amadon ' "
-

,

HISTORY OF THE PARKMAN HOUSE '

, •

The Parkman House at 33 Beacon Street, Boston, was given by George Francis

Parkman as part of his large bequest to the City of Boston in 1908. Between

1825 when it was built and 1908 when the City received it, this 144 year old

house had only two families as owner/residents.

This four-story brick house with a first level of granite faces the Boston

Common and is the center one of three houses, #34, #33 and #25 (formerly #32),

to the immediate west of the State House. Of these houses, only #34 and #33

are now the original structures, #32 having been demolished and reconstructed

in 1925, at which time the number was changed to #25. Until their removal to

the New City Hall in November, 1968, the Boston Park Department had their head-

quarters in #33. The 1969 owner/occupant of #34 is Little, Brown & Company

and of #25 (#32) , the Unitarian Universalist Association.

The Parkman House, along with #32 and #34^ was built on property originally

owned by the Hancock family. This land \/as purchased in 1821 from the heirs of

Governor John Hancock by Israel Thorndike, a wealthy merchant and one of the

early shipowners who became Interested in manufacturing. In 1823 Thorndike

sold .to John Hubbard, also a prominent ship merchant, for $46,790.38.

John Hubbard commenced construction of the three nearly Identical houses In

1824 and was assessed in 1825 for "three new houses; also three stables, un-

finished." He built them not with the intention of residing in one of them

but as a real estate Investment. Because of Hubbard's close friendship and

partnership in many business ventures with Cornelius Coolidge, it is most

likely that Coolidge, architect/builder of other houses on Beacon Hill, was

the architect of these three structures.

The first house to be sold was #33 in September, 1825, to Edward Tuckerman

for $35,000; This Included a stable, opening on a 20-foot passageway leading

to Joy Street. The corner lot, #34, was sold in September, 1826, to Nathaniel

Pope Russell for $37,500 and the same year #32 was purchased by Mrs. Frances

Hicks Rollins, wife of Eben Rollins, for $21,200, both properties including
stables.
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Edward Tuckerman, the father of the noted lichenologist. Professor Edward

Tuckerman of Amherst for whom Tuckerman 's Ravine on Mount Washington was

named, lived at #33 for twenty-eight years. In 1853, after Tuckerman's death,

the house was sold to the widow of Dr. George Parkman for $40,000, who moved

in with her son, George Francis and her daughter, Harriet.

The story of the Parkman family is a sad and tragic one. Dr. George Parkman,

a wealthy physician/businessman, was murdered in 1849 by Professor Webster of

Harvard,

"a murder provoked, in one view, by the victim's vindictive pursuit of a
' financially harried man, consequent to the discovery that a cabinet of

minerals pledged to him by Webster as security on a loan was later pledged
for the same purpose to George Parkman 's brother-in-law, Robert Gould Shaw.

But whether or not George Parkman 's later conduct can be described as

vindictive, his original impulse in his dealings with Professor Webster
was evidentally enough one of generosity." (Francis Parkman by Howard Doughty.)

The conflict of public opinion concerning Webster's trial and consequent death

sentence was deeply disturbing to Dr. Parkman' s widow and two children, who

became virtual recluses in their house on Beacon Street. They lived a frugal

life, conducting their household affairs with rigorous economy and allowing no

stranger to enter. The murder, trial and resulting publicity clouded George

Francis' life and certainly stopped short his promising law career, for which

he had trained at Harvard. Neither he nor his sister ever married and when his

mother died in 1877, they inherited the estate, including #33 Beacon Street.

After his sister's death in 1885, George Francis remained the sole heir to a

considerable fortune which had increased by his management and the reinvestment

of whatever income was not required to maintain their meagre lives.

After George F, Parkman's death on September 16, 1908, the executor's account

showed an inventory amounting to $5,454,161.65 (with total outstanding debts

in the amount of approximately $650.') Nearly all this estate was left to the

City of Boston, one of the largest bequests ever made to it. By Parkman's will,

a special fund was set up, the income of which was to be applied to "the main-

tenance and improvement of the Common and the parks now existing" and was not

to be used for the purchase of additional land for park purposes.
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As has been said, this bequest included the Parkman House. When 'the Boston

Park Department moved their offices there, they made very few architectural

changes. The old house still remains much as it was when it was built in

the early 19th century.
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Governor Hancock'i House-Lot and Garden. Solid Lines Are Property Goundarlea

^ After Bromley's Atlas as They Were Prior to the Commonwealth's Purchases of 1915 end '16.

•'Heavy Lines Show the Present Western Boundary of the State's Property. The Dotted

Enclosure Covers the Site of the Hancock Mansion House.- Dates' Are the Years In Which
;, Houses Were Butit. Those Now Standing Substantially In Their Original Form Bear a'... - Check Irtark. . .,- , .• ; •, . • ' . ••,

From New Searchlights on Beacon Hill by Allen Chamberlain, Boston
(Evening Transcript, February 2, 1924 - courtesy of the Society for
the Preservation of New England Antiquities.
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2 . EVALUATION

ARCHITECTURAL SIGNIFICANCE

by Abbott Lowell Cummings

A surprising amount of original material in the Parkman House

survives and it is very impressive in its quality. The staircase is

excellent in both design and its condition; it appears to be original

throughout. The staircase along with the marble mantels in the front

rooms on the first and second floors are similar to two or three other

surviving examples found in the best houses built in the City at that

time - particularly the Nathan Appleton House at 39 Beacon Street.

There are a few mid-century changes, mostly in the form of marble

fireplace enframements, and these too are in high-style.

Extensive changes have been made, presumably by the Park Departu.ent,

in the front room of the first floor; these include a dado and partition

of rather ambitious detail. Upon their removal, however, the room

will once again have its original proportions and a good deal of trim

which has not been disturbed by the alterations.

The ell addition in the rear, while not architecturally appealing,

does add space without greatly detracting from the spatial importance

of the courtyard. The carriage house adjoining the courtyard is an

important amenity both to the house and to the neighborhood in general;

unfortunately, the structure appears to be unsound, but it could -

and should - be repaired and made sound again.

The exterior appears to be generally in exceptional shape and as

interesting as the interior; the Parkman House is worth all the

specialized attention we can give it.
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URBAN SITUATION

by F. A. Stahl

The Parkman House (33 Beacon Street) and its abutting neighbors (32 and 34 Beacon

Street) form a block of building solid adjoining the State House grounds and

forming a solid comer at Joy Street.

The Beacon Street facade of these three buildings preserve the original scheme

of identical residences, although the east facade of No. 32 (abutting the

Stote House) is a clear indication of its later construction date and greatly

enlarged scale In depth. The three buildings as a block frame the State House

admirably and strengthen the contrast of open grounds to built-up solid

construction which characterizes the evolution of this portion of the Hill.

This block of buildings falls within the original Beacon Hill Historic District,

and, moreover, is one of the salient comers of the District, the State House

and grounds having been excluded. The retention of these buildings at their

present scale and without exterior change is paramount in the safeguarding

of the Historic District as an entity.

The Parkman House property retains one of the few sur/iving original carriage

houses at the rear of the property, fronting on Joy Court, and thus, unlike

its abutters. It retains its original scale as constructed. The courtyard has been

DIO





restricted and overshadowed by the construction of a narrow wing by the Park

Department in the I920's, but offer considerable potential depending on the

ultimate use of the property.

Urban Situation Present and Future

It is unlikely that any change to the Immediate surroundings of the Parkman House

will occur In the immediate future, nor is this considered desirable. The Beacon

Hill Historic District Insures that any proposed exterior changes within its area

are subjected to scrupulous reviews and public hearings; the Bulfinch State House

and its grounds on the Beacon Street frontage, although not protected by statute,

will no doubt be immuned to tampering for the forseeable future.
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3. VISUAL DOCUMENTATION
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LIST OF AVAILABLE DRAWINGS

Blue Print Basement, First Fl. Plans

Second, Third Fl. Plans

Fourth, Fifth Fl. Plans

Elevations, Section

Framing Details

Framing Details

Stairway Details

Window Sections

Toilet, Closet Elevations

Heating Plans

Heating Plans
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4. Short Term Recommendations

by James H. Ballou, A. I. A.

INTRODUCTION:

Current Status ; Plans and presentation submitted to H.U.D.

in Washington, D.C. to raise funds for interior restoration and

conversion into a guest house for "Very Important People" -

similar to the Blair House in Washington, but the application was

turned down. There has been no firm decision as yet on ultimate

use; currently the building is vacant but has been used for an

art exhibit which was considered extremely successful.

CRITERIA AND RECOMMENDATIONS:

Public Safety :

a) Requirements depend on future use.

b) Carriage house floor unsafe.

(see Herosy Assoc, Inc., letter attached).

Electrical:

a) Wiring is below current minimum residential standards and

must be replaced and/or supplemented with new wiring once the

building is renovated.

b) D.C. service elevator to be maintained only if this machinery

is reused.

c) New telephone wiring.

(see Herosy Assoc, Inc., letter attached).

Fire Protection;

a) A fire alarm system will be required. The minimum would be

of manual stations and signals on each floor and could

expand into an automatic heat or heat and smoke detection system,

b) Codes require an emergency lighting system.

(see Herosy Assoc, Inc., letter attached).
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CRITERIA AND RECOMMENDATIONS (cont.)

Security :

a) Regarded as adequate by owner and management, but some provision

should be made for keeping the public out of the carraige house.

Structural Stability :

a) The main house structure is considered adaquate. No major

structural work needed at this time, but investigation of underlying

structure should be carried out to determine capacity of structure with

future use in mind.

b) Carraige house floor appears unsafe for any occupancy. There

appears to be no immediate need at this time for repairs, however, when

a use is determined, a new floor (probably concrete) should be installed.

Certain other structural repairs will be required, both interior and

exterior.

(See LeMessurier Assoc, Inc., letter attached).

Weather Protection and Preventative Maintenance :

a) Repair roofing, gutters and downspouts.

b) Caulking, glazing and painting to secure exterior.

c) Some patchwork on roof and exterior of the carraige house

should be initiated in the near future to halt further deterioration.

(See R.M.Martin & Co., Inc., letter attached).

Contents :

a) There are none presently.

SCOPE OF RECOMMENDED WORK AND BUDGET:

Immediate alterations recommended on the basis of preceding criteria.

Electrical :

a) Fire alarm system $ 6,100.00

b) Emergency lighting 2,800.00

(See Herosy Assoc, Inc., letter attached).

Structural :

a) Exterior repairs $10,000.00

(See R.M.Martin & Co., Inc., letter attached).

Security :

a) Prohibit people from using carraige house
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COST ESTIMATE

Parkman Building:

Exterior Repairs

Fire Alarm System

Emergency Lighting

Total

$10,000.00

6,100.00

2,800.00

$18,900.00

A & E Fees (3 12.57, 2,362.00

Contingency (3 107, Estimated Cost 1,890.00

Grand Total $23,152.00

* Subject to detailed proposals from qualified mechanical engineering firm.
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JOSEPH V. HEROSY, P. E.

HEROSY ASSOCIATES, INC.

ConiuLtinq ^nqine^ii.

MARK 128 OFFICE PARK

140 WOOD ROAD - BRAINTREE, MASS. 02184

617-848-4321
ENGINEERING

DESIGN AND REPORTS

February 20, 1970

Architectural Heritage - F. A. Stah I
Associates

South Market Street

Faneuil Hall Market Building

Boston, Massachusettts 02109

Attention: Mr. James Ballou

Gentlenen:

RE: Parkman Bui I ding

33 Beacon Street

Boston, I-lassachusetts

Enclosed is a reoort of existing conditi.ons, short

term reconmendations and budget for electrical work,

based on our impressions of the electrical systems

during our visit to the building on December 12,1968.

Yours truly.

Herosy

' tJ-^U^ Lix. \
^- ~^^~^r-Z^/ft

^Joseph ^.

JVH: Ic





HEROSY ASSOCIATES, INC.
Cx>nixiLllnq Snqinccxi

MARK 128 OFFICE PARK

UO WOOD ROAD - BRAINTREE, MASS. 02184

617-848-4321

ENGINEERING
JOSEPH V. HEROSY, P. E. - PESIGN AND REPORTS

ELECTRICAL REPORT

RE: Parkman Bui I ding
33 Beacon Street
Boston, Massachusetts

A. Existing Conditions :

1. There are two electric services, one alternating current
and one direct current. The direct current service appears
to serve the elevator only. This service would be retained
only if the elevator direct current machinery is reused. The
100 ampere, single phase, three wire, 115/230 volt alternating
current service is for all other electrical requirements in

the building. This service is below the minimum permitted by

current wiring codes.

2. The wiring in the original building on Beacon Street is old
and well below minimum residential wiring standards. IViring

in the rear addition aooears to be in good condition but is

also old and below minimum residential wiring standards.

3. There is no emergency lighting or fire alarm system.

4. Regulations : Left undisturbed, the present wiring system
could be retained. Once the building is renovated, the laws

will require that this wiring system be brought up to code,

which will include the larger service and the minimum
number of convenience outlets required for a residence.

B. Short Term Recommendations

The existing wiring system could be retained, if the building

Interior is left essentially undisturbed.





Electrical Report

Parknan Bull dl nq

Page 2

2. An automatic and manual fire alarm system, with horn signal
and manual station on each floor and with automatic heat
detection In all spaces. The manual portion of the system
will be reaulred by the Massachusetts neoartment of Public
Safety.

3. Emergency lighting throughout the passages and stairways, to
permit evacuation of the building in the event of an electric
power failure. Emergency light source to be 6 volt, nickel-
cadmium battery units with remote ceiling recessed light
fixtures.

4. Provide basic new wiring and utility lighting in the Carriage
House.





JOSEPH V. HEROSY, P. E.

HEROSY ASSOCIATES, INC.

doni-uLUnq ^nqinzt-Xi.

MARK 128 OFFICE PARK

140 WOOD ROAD - BRAINTREE, MASS. 02184

617-848-4321
ENGINEERING

DESIGN AND REPORTS

ELECTRICAL BUDGET

RE: Parkman Bui I ding

33 Beacon Street

Boston, Massachusetts

1. Fire Alarm System $ 6,100.00

2. Emerqency Lighting 2,800.00

3. Rewire Carriage House I ,200. 00

Total $10,100.00





711 Boylston Street, Boston. Massachusetts 02116

(617) 252-9300

December 18, 1968 .

_
.

F. A. Stahl 5 Associates
177 iMilk Street
Boston, Massachusetts

Attn: Mr. Tad Stahl

Re: Parkman House .••..';..•.•

Walk-thru Inspection -
'

Job No. 7461
;

Gentlemen:

OBSERVATIONS I

1, Added wing - Masonry shear wall and concrete construction -

no structural distress observed.

2, Original wing - Masonry bearing v/alls and wood joist con-
struction, approximately 9' and 18' spans with a wood stud

.
•' bearing wall interior support. Some modifications have

.• been made on the 1st and 2nd floor floors. The wing appears
'

i ; V to be in generally good condition. Some sagging of the
,..',;.• floors, a very nominal amount of plaster cracking, except

': as upper floor \>ras observed. In the attic a substantial
. amount of cracking can be seen at the juncture of the roof

.
and supporting walls. There is a crack also in the masonry
wall facing the court at the 4th floor level.

3, Carriage house - This is a one story wood beam and joist
structure over a crawl space. Floor joists have rotted
through in some areas. Plaster ceiling partially fallen
down. Rotting is evident in joists. Roof shingles loose
on the roof,

RECOMMENDATIONS

1, ' Added wing - After verification in the field of existing
.dimensions and outlines, it should generally be possible

; to make structure capacity evaluations ^for proposed changes
; ' -on the basis. of available reinforcing information.. '

Wllllim J. L*M«Mwrl*r Wllllim L Thoan Emil 0. Horvol John E. Brcnnan .' WIKon 0, BinvM





Associates, Sr-o

Mr. Tad Stahl
Page 2

December 18, 1968

RECOMMENDATIONS

2. Original wintT - Floorinjr should be reraoved in some areas,
preferably the 1st and 2nd floors to establish the actual
framing and determine that the floor framing capacity is
adequate for the proposed public area loading. Plaster

•.,j ceilings should be opened in the attic so that the condition
of the structure of the roof can be observed and evaluated.

•
' It is possible that the cracking in that area is old and

the structure has stabilized itself. Otherwise, some
strengthening and patching may be indicated.

.3. Carriage house - It would appear that in the present state
the structure is inadequate for the proposed use as a
garage from both the structural and fire safety points of
view. The structural modifications ^or additions would
be determined by the proposed use. ; •

,
' :-

Very truly yours, ;

LeMESSURIER ASSOCIATES, INC.i

^is dV Anderson

i; ;• ':

:'''.]

J
,''

-.'ir

ii

Ii5,

'I t . > I

.|-:i:

!H.i. :'.;

,.•...'
I
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March 13, 1970

Architectural Heritage
F. A. Stahl & Associates
47 Paneuil Hall Market
Boston, Massachusetts

Re: Repairs to Parkman House

Attention: Mr. James H. Ballou, A. I. A.

Gentlemen:

We are pleased to submit our estimate of ^10,000.00
for work at the above referenced location.

A breakdown of the above estimate is as follows:

1. Repair roofing gutters and downspouts.

2. Miscellaneous caulking, reglazing
and painting to secure exterior of
building,

Very truly yours

,

R. M. MARTIN & CO., INC.

RGS:eld
Vic4 President









C. Financial Information

1, Source and Amount of N'on-Federal Share (Specify source and estimated dollar value of materials and services)

a. Applicant Boston Redevelopnent
Authority

1. General appropriations: S

2. Special tax levies: S

3. Bonds: S

4. Other: Specify Sources S

b. Other public: S
'

' _

specify source(s)

$10,000
City of Boston - Public Facilities

Department
c. Private: S

$97,932

If application contains more than 1 site, and funds from b or c above relate solely to particular site(s), indi-

cate which

2. Annual expenditures for historic preservation activities by applicant:

BUDGET

a. Capital Outlay

b. Maintenance and

operating expenses

LAST YEAR CURRENT YEAR NEXT YEAR (est.)

SO $ SO
$ $ $

Private Funds

$97,932

3. Is the non-Federal share currently available? Yes No ^
. If no, explain what assurances there are

that funds will be available when needed.

It is anticipated that arrangements will soon be completed \-jith private
sources for provision of funds to match the proposed non-Federal share of the
project.

4. Is any special type of installment payment purchase or similar financial arrangement contemplated for acquisition

of any site? Yes No X If yes, explain:

H. APPLICATION
The Applicant hereby applies to the United States of America for the financial assistance indicated above, under

the provisions of Title VII of the Housing Act of 1951, as amended, to aid in financing the project described in this

application.

I. SUPPORTIMC DOCUMEHTATION
The documentation submitted in support of this application shall be considered part of this application

J. EXECUTION

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Applicant has caused this application to be executed on June 19, , 19_h9.

Boston Redevelopment Authority
Legal tJame of Applicant

By
Signature

Director
Tute

HUD-6731 (12-67)





TO BE SUBMITTED WITH
GENERAL INFORMATION (FORM D

I. PLANNIKC DOCUMrNTATIOH

1. Statement inriicatiiig that comprehensive planning for the urban area is underway, identifying the agency

or instrumentalitj carrying on the planning, and indicating that the historic preservation project is con-

sistent with the long range planning objectives of the locality.

2. Statement indicating when the appjication was reviewed by the agency responsible for comprehensive

planning in the locality and sumrriarizing their comments: or including copies of letters about the r^opcsed

project indicating that developn.ent considerations in the comprehensive planning program are compatible

with the project.

II. RELOCATION DOCUMENTATION

If application covers acquisition of property from which site occupants will be displaced, submit the fol-

lowing:

1. If estimated displacement will be minimal* a statement indicating that adequate relocation housing is

or will be available for site occupants to be displaced based, as a minimum, on the prevailing vacancy

ratio and turnover rate in housing in the locality. If estimated displacement is not minimal, include de-

tailed information, as set forth in (a), (b), and (c) below, indicating the basis for determining that ade-

quate relocation housing is or v/ill be available for site occupants to be displaced. The following

types of information, which shall be collected and analyzed by the applicant, are required to be submittec

(a) Data indicatingnumber of standard housing units in locality (including private rental and sales housing

and public housing umt^j and the vacancy ratio and turnover rate therein, by type, size, and price ap-

propriate to the ability-to-pay of persons to be displaced.

(b) Details regarding new housing units constructed, under construction, or planned locality, including

sales prices and rental range.

(c) Information on competing demands for standard housing units as a result of other governmental ac-

tion in locality such as highway construction, urban renewal, and similar activities.

2. Statement outlining relocation services to be provided, identifying the agency or organization to be re-

sponsible, and describing the qualifications of the personnel and/or agency to perform the services. If

applicable, include copies of contracts or other agreements with local renewal agency, city relocation

staff, or other agency. .

3. An estimate of the number of site occupants to be displaced, in the following form: (Submit a separate

table for each site)
WHITE NEGRO OTHER

(Non-\linorit)) MINORITIES

Number of families:

Number of individuals:

(Individuals = persons living

alone; not pari of a family)

Number of business concerns

and non profit organizations:

4. Statement indicating basis and source of figures shown under 3.

The HUD Regional Office will furnish assistance in specifying the extent and naljre of documentation to be submitted.

- 3 -

HUO-6781 (12-67) HUD-Waeh., D. C. 223540-P









3. Is prupiTty listed on the National Roeistof ?-0 If no, give specific references and authority used to

dcteriaine historic or architectural value. If deter.T.ination is based on criteria other than those established

the National Kef.istf-r, list or enclose copy of the c:itfria used.

The Parkiran House, hc'.-:ever, is a major building within the Beacon' Hill
Historic District vxhich is a National Registered Landmark.

The Massachusetts Historical Coiwiission has determined that the building
is of significant architectural value to the City of Boston. The criteria
used in this determination v.-ere modelled after those developed by the
National Park Service and vjere adopted by the Commission in 19fc. Copies
of these criteria are attached.

4. If properly to be acquired is now in public ownership, explain need for purchase:

Not to be acquired.

5. Is it intended to transfer the property by lease or contract to any individual, non-profit corporation or historical

association? No. Tf yes, give details.

In order to insure preservation of this architecturally notable property
title v;ill remain in the City.

6. Describe provisions for continued maintenance of property:

The City of Boston vfill continue to be responsible for the maintenance of
the property.

HUD-6781A (12-67)





7. Is there imminence of less or damage to the property'' (include anuciputid consirurtion, use f/iun^-e, vtc)

^^S
. If yes. explain:

Unless the property is appropriately restored and a suitable re-use prograri

developed, serious alternation to the original interior architectural features
may result.

8. Is acquisition and, or preservation of this site related to any other Federal program or has any other applica:::

for Federal assistance been submitted in connection with this site?_tiQ If yes, explain and give details.

including application numbers where appropriate:

9. Describe proposed USe(S) of property: (give proposed admission or entrance fee, if any)

Proposed adaptive uses of the property will include:

accoinmodations for visiting dignitaries and special guests of the City of
Boston and the Commonwealth of Massachusetts; special conference rooms for
civic meetings, and related functions^ rental facilities for formal
receptions, conferences and meetings; exhibition and gallery space; museum
house activities.

Nominal fees may be charged for tours of the restored portions of the
property.
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10. If structure relocation is proposed: Mq

a. Indicate nature uf threat to structure which necessitates its being relocated:

b. Describe proposals for relocating structure, and costs involved:

c. If Federal assistance is requested for acquisition of new site, explain why structure cannot be relocated

on existing publicly owned site:
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11. If restoration and or iniproveinenl is proposed:

a. Describe restoration and or improvement plan. listing proposed activities:

The proposed architectural program and cost estimates for the
rehabilitation and restoration of the interiors of the George
Francis Parkman House are taken from consultant studies prepared
t^ Architectural Heritage Inc., and F.A. Stahl and Associates.
Copies of these stu,dies are included vrith the submission.

b. Give SOUrce(S) of proposed plan and cost estimates (such as architect, professional restorer, historic socie:

present property owner, etc.

J

A breakdovm of costs for the restoration and rehabilitation work
is included with this submission.

(See attachments)

12. List source and dollar value for all services and materials included in the non-Federal share of costs.

Indicate portion to be furnished by the applicant, other public body, or private source. Distinguish

between force account, contract and volunteer labor. \Vhere_volunteer labor is included in the non-

Federal share, specifically describe each activity to be perforr?.ed by volunteers. Give basis for valuation

placed on volunteer services and/or donated materials. Refer to Chapter 2, Section 2, of the Guidelines

before completing this question.

It is anticipated that all services and materials included in the
non-Federal share of costs will be provided under contract. It is
estimated that the total cost of interior resotration and rehabilitation
and appropriate fees is $207,932 with a non-Federal share of $107,932
of which approximately lOJo will be paid by the Public Facilities
Department of the City of Boston for architectural plans and v;orking
dravrings. The rem.aining costs will be provided by private sources for
rehabilitation and restoration i-jork.

(See attachment — for breakdown of costs)
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TO BE SUB/,',ITTED V/ITH

SITE INFORMATION (HUD-6781A)

I. General.

1. Photograph of each structure and of adjacent property.

2. Map of urban area, showing location of project(b).

3. Documentation of historic significance. (Include tJrnltty ami tjualijicalioni of person preparing statement and

documentation

)

II . Acquisition :

1. Copies of any options or proposed purchase agreements with respect to property.

2. Copies of site appraisal reports. (Sub-nn tuo for each site.)

3. Plat of site or detailed map of taking area covered by application. (If partial takings arc imohed, shou uhich

areas of total parcel uill remain in former ouner'-i posiC'ision. Taking area may be described in terms of natural phy.^icul

boundaries such as roads, riiers or similar jeatures J

III. Restoration and.^or improvement .

1. Copies of any bids requested or estimates received from contractors.

IV. Structure Relocation .

1. Copies of any bids requested or estimates received from contractors.
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5. LONG TERM RECOMMENDATIONS

by F, A. Stahl, A. I, A.

In its present condition, the Parkmon House may be viewed as three distinct areas:

The historic rooms, consisting of the entire second floor of the

main block of the house, the front of the ground floor, and

the main stair hall throughout;

The historically undistinguished and/or more recent areas,

consisting of basement, rear ground floor, third and fourth

floor rooms renovated by the Park Department, and the more

recently constructed ell;

The carriage house.

The combination of historically distinguished interiors, office space with some degree

of flexibility, open court yard and direct vehicle access, parking and storage makes

the building suitable for a number of potential future occupants other than the City

or one of its Departments.

The Report includes a program and schematic drawing for the conversion of the building

to o reception center and guest facility for the use of the City, While this program

has been abandoned, it Illustrates the potential of the spaces and arrangements,

while indicating the possibility of introducing modern systems and equipment.
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The Beacon Hill Civic Association has endeavored to illicit interest from a

number of potentially suitable users, including a coalition of environmental

and natural resouce groups, and, most recently, has received encouragement

from the Massachusetts Horticultural Society, it is unknown at this date whether

this potential interest can be the vehicle for the retention and suitable redevelopment

of the property.

In the opinion of your consultants, the property deserves a high quality of use

and maintenance; it is one of the best remaining examples of Its period, and

its principle architectural elements are In a remarkable state of preservation.

We believe that a use similar to that of the Meteorological Society in the

Third Harrison Gray Otis, also on Beacon Street, would be appropriate for these

buildings, and we urge that short term expedients or Indiscriminate uses be avoided

in. favor of a more patient search for such a sympathetic, quasi-public, long term

occupant.
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